About Us

Bennie Agro Processing Company Nigeria Limited is a manufacturer of machines for agricultural practices and industrial purposes. With created partnerships and relationships with firms in Agric related business and farmers, respectively; we are able to understand the challenges that farmers and agro processing companies face.

From our expertise in mechanical, and various forms of engineering, we design, fabricate and deliver products and services to aid farmers and agro processing companies to ease the process of their activities and also to achieve maximum results at the lowest cost possible without compromising safety or efficiency. We also engage in Professional Consulting in Agric related matters; from the farming best practices, to better agro processing opportunities and options.

Our passion for innovation drives us to come up with new technologies; and make better, the machines that are available in the market. Bennie has positioned itself in the market as a manufacturer and authorized dealer of agriculture machinery and equipment.

MISSION STATEMENT

Bennie exist to lead in diverse areas of technological innovation in its locale and beyond. Becoming a full-service mechanical equipment manufacturer and authorized importer; a sales and service company for agriculture machinery, industrial machines, implements; food processing.

VISION STATEMENT

Our vision is to create jobs in Nigeria for teens and youths through fabrication and Agricultural Mechanization.
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Our PEOPLE

Bennie Agro currently employs 40 staff. They consist of the management team, CAD designers, researchers, artisans, social media and PR officers, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, artisans and technicians, government & legal advisers. The team is made up of a mid-experienced, young and diversified management team with a great knowledge of the agricultural and technological industry, extensive research experience, and unique administrative and management skills. Our workforce is purely talent and skill based. We have also worked with expatriates from China and the UK. We have a policy of inclusion and non discrimination based on gender, beliefs, tribe or social status and we encourage diversity. As the company grows we keep on expanding our workforce providing more job opportunities in Nigeria.
Design, Specifications & Price Quotation:
At this stage, you define your challenges and we brainstorm, bring in ideas to proffer a solution on paper by our team of artistes and CAD professionals putting in key specifications and drafting out designs for your machine. Every machine, tool or appliance we manufacture is tailored to your specifications to suit your specific needs. Be it an industrial machine, agricultural machine, food processing machine or just a home appliance, you get to choose your colours and finishing style to suit your brand.

Fabrication:
Our team of professional welders, artisans and technicians work on your machine based on the design blueprints and spec sheets. Testing is performed to ensure it complies with safety standards, workability tests and durability tests. After all quality control measures are put in place and approved from our QC department, your machine will be on its way to you. Because we work with state of the art welding machines, forging machines, CNC machines, Grinders, Lathe machines and most importantly skilled and experienced technical staff, we can guaranteed to getting the job done.

Delivery:
Our logistics department and customer service will deliver your machines to your site, industry, home or office and an installer will be on site to install and configure them for you.
Safety
At Bennie Agro, we put stringent policies in place to govern all workplace procedures as well as to ensure the safety of our people and also of our customers in accordance with the requirements of the relevant codes of practice.

Customer Satisfaction
We build long-term relationships with clients, not just selling our products and equipment. We let them become dependent on company's expertise to solve their many challenges so they understand the value of our partnership.

Quality
We strive to be the best because we want our customers to come back, our unmatched capabilities and commitment is to achieve our client's satisfaction by ensuring we provide products at the highest standards possible.

Innovation
We push boundaries to create amazing products that solve real problems, thinking differently, striving for excellence and delivering the best experiences to our customers.
Bennie Agro has the capability to manufacture a wide range of products ranging from farm machinery, household appliances and equipment, food processing machines to industrial purpose machines. Currently, we focus on machines along the value chain of Maize, Cassava & Rice.
Threshing & Winnowing

This category includes the maize threshing machine (Corn Sheller), wheat thresher, rice thresher, groundnut, peas and soya beans decorticators and winnowers to blow out dust and chaff from the cobs and grains making it ready to bag, store or consume.

These machines are designed to be portable and fitted with wheels for easy transportation especially in rural areas. The base models are usually powered by a 5.5hp petrol engine which has been optimized for low fuel consumption to ensure maximum efficiency.

“After sales services include training on operation of machines, servicing of machines, repairs of defects covered in warranty and repair outside warranty. We also conduct customer satisfaction surveys to get feedback from our customers to know how our machines are doing and also to keep a good customer-seller relationship.”
Milling & Grinding

We have cassava, maize, sorghum, yam, rice, spices and wheat milling machines. Also on this category, is our rice processing machine; which is a set of is a portable machines and facility needed to process raw paddy rice in its husked form into white polished consumable rice.

This set includes:

**Parboiler** - powered by an electric heating element; This parboils the rice in its husks to ease processing.

**Dryer** - powered by electric heating elements and motors for air blowing to ensure a fast and effective drying.

**Husker** - This machine removes the husks of the rice to reveal the bran rice.

**De-stoner** - this machine separates clean rice from stones, aiding in collecting rice on one end; and stones on another.

**Polisher** - polishes it into clear white rice. It has an optional bagging/packaging machine.

“After sales services include training on operation of machines, servicing of machines, repairs of defects covered in warranty and repair outside warranty. We also conduct customer satisfaction surveys to get feedback from our customers to know how our machines are doing and also to keep a good customer-seller relationship.”
Other Food Processing Machines

We have machines for food processing such as rice processing plants, potato chips making machine, gas powered Masa pots, fish dryers, oil extracting machines and storage houses for food. And we are also open to develop other machines for food processing as customers may demand.
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

A. MAIZE HULLER
B. FEED MILL MIXER
C. CASSAVA PEELER
D. PLANTER
E. SHREDDER MACHINE
F. GARRI SIEVE
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

A. HAND WASH FOOT PRESS DISPENSER
B. CASSAVA GRATER
C. FLAT BED MINI DRYER
D. RICE DESTONNER
E. SMALL GRINDING MACHINE
F. SOAP STAMPING MACHINE
Corporate Social Responsibility

Bennie Agro Ltd has been holding free trainings of youths and teenagers in fabrications and metal works, electric engineering and fibre and resin crafts. These trainings have been held in Abuja and Jos. We are very passionate about transferring knowledge hence our commitment in organizing trainings to youths. These trainings also spur their minds to aspire to achieve great things. We have also opened our doors to pupils and students of schools within and around Plateau state, this is done to inspire the younger generation to believe in themselves and work hard to bring change in their community.